1. Assemble the Leg-Base Assembly by joining parts as shown. Center piece is joined with snap buttons on both ends.

2. Next, attach the bottom of the Hitting Sock by stretching the loop at one corner of the bottom of the Hitting Sock under and then over the top of the Leg Base Riser (shown below.) Repeat on other side.

3. Assemble Top Assembly and insert one end of top assembly into one of the Leg Base Risers. Insert other end of top assembly into the remaining Leg Base Riser (shown below.)

4. You can now finish hanging the Hitting Sock across the top of the screen by starting in one corner at the top and attaching a carabiner to the corner (see below.) Attach the remaining carabiners to the frame and finally to the other Corner I-Bolt.

5. Attach both sides of the net to the frame using the Side Velcro found mid-way down on the sides (shown below.)

**FLIP-OVER STRIKE ZONE**
Using carabiners, attach the Flip-Over Strike Zone to the sewn-on rings at either side of the Travel Screen Logo located at the top of Screen as seen below.